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[a] Assessment period if even in phase.  

Period assessed this perhaps phase: late 2016 to beginning 2018 

The problem with having no storage either in a secured by surveillance verity; and or through a storage 

locker for the homeless and the homeless like accords; such as those that might be situationally hostage; 

and need a storage locker; for extra survival assistance; in case they do get at a hurried time; or just 

cause. 

[b] Oath to actual witnessed generosity from a large enough portion of experiential society during this 

assessment period if even in phase pre-qualifying phase; and the …  

Is that no matter how generous other people [the ahem not few of them in this country; including 

foreigners who are assuaged here, too] are and no matter how hard you work; and how generous you 

are [theme: my god, generous during homelessness and while working unpaid; have you lost it; you 

must be crazy] 

[c] the crisis backpack, luggage is a criminology sign of the greed of the local authorities 

Is that your stuff starts to break; and you must tie the non-back packs with scarf hangers around to 

create an elongation to yield to the brake of your walk-run, skirm to even the local transportation, 

points public or elsewhere such. And then the bus driver glares at you for having so much stuff; and then 

people stop who are not your generous group in part of; and think they can do cited: voo doo on you; 

adding more weight with your increment movement each; and does it work? I dunno; but things start to 

break; and without any storage; and with the police department ordering you to give them blow jobs 

and with the local librarians place these authorities in “ “ here; they aren’t pretending that for example 

they are above militia authority to you know who; yes, this is a request to place them under arrest, 

confirmed. Including the bald guy and his so called wife on forest ave. in palo alto, ca. and unless you are 

an athletic militia member; the break of your belongings as the local case managers fornicate with non-

homeless people in their offices and populate the local busses with their relatives; who don’t need 

transportation; because they touched the bus pass as it reached your hand: did I tell you that I said “no” 

to hiring such free loaders. And I’m not even in the 1960s; to re-iterate society through time to non-free 

loading; my god when you work for free; you’re still working; if even you just analyze television shows 
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and movies; that’s still work; send your notes to somebody [who?] if you can.  In any case to re-iterate 

society to non-free-loading; I promise I’m nowhere close to 60 years of age; and I don’t think had past 

lives; we must live the life of the free-loaders while working our own non-freeloading way; yes, in 

economics who is [he, economics is the] ultimate lord; it will win. Stand back and be surprised. The 

breakage is why the backpack comes in; it rips just like any other thing; and  

You non athlete untraditional in the militia form: might lose your cool. I’m sorry it sucks that the local 

now you see it “authorities” not hired by me, cause this catastrophe; but it’s not your fault; as long as all 

the conditions are actually met; just trust me.  

Fortunately, I visited cited: Patagonia; and if you can get like something in the 100 dollar range [donated 

cash from you own work, my god we are in special ops. Who do you trust to hand your share of your 

work you to through a correction in the mishap of free-loading, past; think about that seriously; for me 

it’s real buddhist monks, the actual Vietnam veterans and nobody else not even the real cops; no 

offense to you guys … why? and not Christian pastors either; though I’m interfaith and not the posers of 

these, those two approved by me groups [oh, but don’t forget the equivalents. How could you be an 

equivalent actual to those two; or my god even above; is it possible] ] ; as of yesterday warranted [the 

following and not the prior]; it might change; like a reforming criminal; but it usually goes in the other 

direction; not for me though; it only moves in the one direction; comes with a backpack warranty; that’s 

what I’d require; I think the warranty to fix the breaking trear, no, tear; drop oh no! is free.  

Because I’m not allowed to lose my cool;  yeah right. 

[A raison d’etre to write fiction; pretend below like a lake near a boat house with horses and spinning 

hair, yours maybe; or whatever your version of yours spinning hair to here is; that this is upcoming 

fiction; why do you do that, god it’s not like it pays money; but doesn’t it pay their salaries and ways of 

life:death; without my consent? We call that an illegal trade; and I’m not the one committing that 

illegality. But like I have other titles and jobs, and such and they are all connected.]  

--fiction? start 

That librarian is an ugly fat bitch; and so are her fake orderlies. And I’m the leader of what?  

She deserves to be put away to … what along with her “fans” yeah right like she/he has “fans”.  

---fiction over. 

This is the one I would pick; do you believe form from another trader in additional; so two backpacks? I 

dunno. You can. Would you think this one, won: would survive longer than the wear of tear; until you do 

get defined to the ultimate to non-traditional athlete; no offense traditional a la also athletes. There is 

just something about the leg lifts that get you to that last mile with two hundred pounds without 

sweating to your death [everyday too and night]; that’s a bit different but perhaps a supplement to 

different not like the local librarians caseworkers and cops; et al like those locals; did I mention I’m 

actually from the Bay Area; 
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Than running. 

cited: Tradesy 

 

Or maybe this is a better more see-able version: who knows. [next, not included; I’m in a public library 

hurry; as a diplomat or what is it I am?] 

 

 


